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Gift Processing and Database Coordinator 

 
As a full-scholarship school Chicago Jesuit Academy relies entirely on the generosity of others in order to meet our 
funding needs.  The Gift Processing and Database Coordinator will be responsible for managing the school’s 
development database – eTapestry – all aspects of gift processing and the execution of all development-related 
mailings. This role is currently part-time, about 10-15 hours per week base, and 20-25 hours per week during peak 
times (Mid-October-Early January and Mid-February-Mid April). This job could be paired with additional 
responsibilities for the right candidate. 
 
Specifically, the Gift Processing and Database Coordinator will: 

• Accurately enter gifts, prepare deposits, generate acknowledgment letters and ensure all related paperwork is 
filed in a timely manner. 

• Update constituent data as applicable and maintain database integrity. 
• Create a database of companies that will match gifts to ensure CJA is maximizing these opportunities. 
• Assist the Director of Development by tracking pledges and sending reminders when appropriate. 
• Manage the execution of all mailings, including but not limited to fundraising appeals, the Annual Report, 

benefactor letters and invitations.  This can include pulling and managing the mailing list, printing the mailings, 
stuffing the envelopes and overseeing the mailing process in accordance with the annual communications 
calendar. 

• Ensure all development correspondence is entered into the database and filed in paper files appropriately. 
 
To accomplish these goals, the Gift Processing and Database Coordinator will:   

• Think strategically and effectively prioritize projects. This includes strong time and task management as well as 
an ability to work very effectively in white space. 

• Climb over, dig under or go through obstacles that would otherwise keep CJA students, alumni and families 
from having the resources they need to navigate a path out of material poverty. This will necessitate a 
willingness to go above and beyond to get specific jobs done, including occasional weekend and evening work. 

• Strive to model CJA’s graduate-at-graduation ideals for CJA’s students and alumni by being loving, open to 
growth, religious, intellectually competent and committed to doing justice in the service of others in keeping 
with CJA’s Jesuit mission and identity. 

• Excellent organizational and writing skills are necessary for success in this job as well as great attention to 
detail. 

• Have proficiency with database management and have superior proficiency in MS Word and Excel.   
 
Letters of application and resumes should be sent to: 
Ben Klooster  
Director of Community Outreach and Compliance 
klooster@cjacademy.org 
 

 
Mission Statement of Chicago Jesuit Academy 

 
Mission: Chicago Jesuit Academy offers children with educational and economic needs access to a Catholic, college 
preparatory middle school education in the Jesuit tradition. Additionally, CJA provides advocacy and the long-term 
resources to help students develop the moral and intellectual foundation to succeed in college prep high schools, 
universities and their adult roles as family, business and community leaders.  
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Vision: Chicago Jesuit Academy offers a rigorous academic environment that develops the whole student academically 
and socially in accord with the Jesuit mission and tradition. CJA invites students to become persons for others who 
aspire to be loving, intellectually competent, open to growth, religious and committed to doing justice in the service of 
others. Chicago Jesuit Academy actively shares best practices with other institutions. CJA partners with the broader 
community to promote transformative educational resources, greater social justice and a deeper understanding of the 
obstacles to equality.  
 
Means: Chicago Jesuit Academy is a full-scholarship institution. The success of CJA’s mission is made possible by the 
ongoing and disciplined sacrifices of the Academy’s students, alumni, parents, faculty, staff, volunteers and 
benefactors. 
	


